PRESS RELEASE

Smooth air-conditioning check: Behr Hella Service offers
components and training sessions to independent workshops
•

Comprehensive range of vehicle parts, including components for electric and
hybrid vehicles

•

Digital support with up-to-date training sessions and repair instructions in
HELLA TECH WORLD

Schwäbisch Hall, January 29,2019. Thermal management experts Behr Hella Service
have put together a comprehensive service package to support independent workshops
with air-conditioning checks to start off the air-conditioning season 2019. As the
"workshop's friend", the company offers a high-quality range of vehicle parts, including
components for electric and hybrid vehicles, comprehensive technical service, support
with professional compressor replacement, as well as individual sales support.
Against the backdrop of increasing electrification within the automotive industry, Behr
Hella Service is continuously expanding what it has to offer for hybrid and electric
vehicles. In addition to conventional products such as coolant radiators, when it comes
to hybrid vehicles with internal combustion engines, special "e-mobility components"
such as electric air conditioning compressors including oils, round off the range.
Sanden electric air conditioning compressors have been part of the Behr Hella Service
range in the independent European aftermarket since July 2017. The company is also
currently expanding their range to include "electric water pumps".
Professional compressor replacement is still an important topic in vehicle workshops.
Behr Hella Service has also updated the free compressor app – fitting for the beginning
of the air conditioning season. This app makes the necessary refrigerant and
compressor oil fill quantities for the respective vehicle easily accessible.
All expert knowledge, also about thermal management in electric and hybrid vehicles in
particular, is freely available in HELLA TECH WORLD. The platform allows independent
workshops to find technical videos, information about operating modes, as well as
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repair tips. HELLA has, for example, updated the know-how tool. Users can inspect the
respective components and obtain information about possible malfunctions and their
remedies, at just the click of a mouse. The online offer is rounded off by additional
informative material about air-conditioning checks, updated fill quantities, checklists,
and technology clips with instructions all about smooth repairs in the areas of air
conditioning and engine cooling.
More information at www.behrhellaservice.com.
Please note:
This text and corresponding photo material can also be found in our press database at:
www.hella.com/press
Behr Hella Service GmbH, Schwäbisch Hall: The joint venture between automotive parts
suppliers MAHLE Behr (specialist for vehicle air conditioning and engine cooling) and HELLA
(specialist for components and systems for lighting technology and electronics) serves the global
independent aftermarket for vehicle air conditioning and engine cooling parts. The joint venture
combines MAHLE Behr Service’s activities on the independent aftermarket and the airconditioning business of Hella’s aftermarket activities. MAHLE Behr and HELLA each have a 50
percent share in the joint venture. The combination of HELLA’s global sales organization with
MAHLE Behr’s product expertise and the linking of activities in the field of vehicle airconditioning and engine cooling for the parts business have brought about the logical further
development of the previous cooperation between MAHLE Behr and HELLA in the field of
climate control and front-end modules.
For additional information, refer to:
Behr Hella Service GmbH
Jörg Laukenmann
Head of Marketing/Communication
Dr. Manfred Behr Straße 1
74523 Schwäbisch Hall/Germany

HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA
Dr. Markus Richter
Group Spokesperson
Rixbecker Strasse 75
59552 Lippstadt/Germany

Phone: +49 (0)7907 9446-48358
Fax: +49 (0)7907 9446-48373
Joerg.Laukenmann@behrhellaservice.com

Phone: +49 (0)2941 38-7545
Fax: +49 (0)2941 38-477545
Markus.Richter@hella.com
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